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Learning objectives

rough engaging with Smoky homes pupils will:

- gain an understanding of how indoor air pollution  
   aects health
- develop problem solving, team working and 
   presentation skills
- disc- discover how STEM can help solve global issues  
   around food security and achieve the UN 
   Sustainable Development Goals.
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Smoky Homes is based on Practical 
Action’s work in Nepal. It oers 
pupils aged 8-11 years a real life
context to explore the problems 
associated with household air 
pollution caused by the use of 
‘t‘traditional’ stoves and open fires to 
cook food.

e World Health Organisation (WHO) report that 
3 billion people in the world today cook or heat their 
homes with open fires or traditional stoves. It’s 
estimated that over 4 million people die per year 
from respiratory conditions linked to indoor air 
pollution.pollution.
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PPT slides 1–3

PPT slide 4
Pupil activity sheet (one per small group)
- What do you see? 

PPT slide 5
Pupil activity sheet (one per small group)
- Killer facts: - Killer facts: True or false? 

PPT slides 6-8
Pupil activity sheet (one per pair)
- Sustainable Development Goals

PPT slides 9-11
Pupil activity sheet (one per small group)
- What is important to the community? 
- Smoky homes p- Smoky homes project (Your tast, evaluate cook stoves and 
   smoke hoods, Design ideas, Final design, Evaluation web)

PPT slides 12
Pupil activity sheet (one per pupil)
- Team feedback

PPT slides 13-14

PPT slides 15
Pupil actiPupil activity sheet (one per pupil)
- Smoky homes quiz

PPT slide 16 

Introduction to the project
and a family who live in 
Makwanpur, Nepal

Starter activities

            a.  What do you see?

         
                        b.  Killer facts: True or false?
         

            c.  e Sustainable                                   Development Goals

Main Activity – Smoky homes

DesiDesign and make 

Evaluation and feedback 

Ingenious solutions

Smoky homes quiz

Celebrating success 

Outline Teaching material Timing (min)

Overview of
Smoky homes
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c. Sustainable Development Goals  

TToday over 3 billion people in the world who do not 
have access to electricity cook or heat their homes on 
open fires or traditional stoves. e consequences are 
often lethal especially for women and children. e 
World Health Organisation reports that 4.3 million 
people die each year from respiratory problems 
caused by indoor smoke.

TTo address this and other global problems the United 
Nations (UN) called for an action plan to 
address such global inequalities. 

In 2015, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
were launched. is set of 17 Goals each have a set of 
targets to be achieved by 2030.

UUse PPT slides 6-8 and the Sustainable Development 
Goals sheet to introduce pupils to the SDGs. 

You might choose to prompt questions on which of 
the SDGs could most help Shanoli and Rensis’ family 
in Nepal. ey could include:

Global Goal 1 No Poverty
MMeasured as people living on less than $1.25 a day. 
Many families who are cooking on open fires live in 
poverty. 

Global Goal 3 Good Health and Wellbeing
Includes a target to reduce the number of deaths and 
illnesses from air, water and soil pollution. 

Global Goal 5 Gender Equality
WWomen and children are mostly likely to be 
responsible for domestic chores in Nepal and
therefore aected by poor health related to indoor air 
pollution. 

Global Goal 7 A ordable and Renewable Energy
With no access to grid electricity, this community in 
Nepal would benefit from access to renewable energy.

Introduction to the project

Introduce your pupils to Smoky homes by telling 
them that they will be using their STEM skills to 
develop a solution to a real life problem. 

Use PPT slides 1-3 to introduce the two sisters 
Shanoli and Shanoli and Rensi who live in Makwanpur District in 
Nepal.

Extension/homework activity 

Set pupils the task to find out things about the 
country of Nepal and its people.
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Now either through sketching and/or model making 
encourage pupils to record any design ideas on their 
Smoky homes project - Design ideas sheet. 

For model making, we suggest pupils have access to 
a range modelling materials including clay, card, foil 
trays, plastic bottles, etc.

Once they hOnce they have experimented with making a model, 
ask them to draw up their final design on their Smoky 
homes project - Final design sheet

 

Extension/homework activity

Ask pupils to research into dierent types of cook 
stoves and to record their findings on their 
Evaluate cook stoves and hoods sheet. 

To support this activity a set of stove and hood 
photographs can be found here flickr.com/
photos/pphotos/practicalaction/sets/72157675104485235

Allow pupils time to feedback on any
interesting design features that they have 
discovered from their research.
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https://practicalaction.org/schools/smoky-homes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0HXGqHvbUM
https://www.crestawards.org/
https://www.britishscienceweek.org/about-us/grants/
https://www.greatscienceshare.org/

